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LADIESWEAR  
COLLECTION

HS 2112A Ladies Suiting

A Capsule Wardrobe
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Historically inspired by the heathers and gorses of the Scottish hillside, ladies 
wear tweeds are distinctive and unique in all ways possible. Each fabric has been 
carefully created with colour, weave and texture in mind. Th e intimate use of 
colour, the fusion of multiple, exotic fi bres and the intricate interlacing 
constructions, enhance the fabrics appearance, drape and handle, giving each and 
every one of them their very own unique signature.

Th ese colourful tweeds have been co-ordinated with luxurious stretch cottons, 
and opulent jacquards, creating a collection of fabrics suitable for any occasion.

Th is collection of interchangeable pieces provides the ultimate capsule wardrobe 
for the business professional on the go.



CREPE

HS 2112B Ladies Suiting
100% Wool Crepe (ZZ Twist) 
270gm 8½ oz

A Capsule Wardrobe
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The origin of crepe fabrics is unknown; however, we do know they gained 
popularity in the 19th century, when they were commonly used for  
mourning attire. Today, crepe fabrics are considered to be some of the most 
versatile options in high-end fashion, and as such, have become a familiar  
feature in many modern wardrobes.

Crepe fabrics are attributed to garments that are relaxed and less structured, 
relying only on nature’s silhouette to provide their form. Their beauty is enhanced 
by their elegant drape, their ability to cascade effortlessly, and to sit naturally as 
intended. Crepe fabrics are inherently beautiful, undeniably flawless, and most 
importantly, extremely flattering to wear.

Construction

In line with tradition, the crepe fabrics in this collection are woven from both 
warp and weft yarns that have been twisted in a “Z” direction. This gives the 
fabric its distinctive dry handle. 

The structure and order of the weave is random and complex, but when coupled 
with the “Z” twisted yarns, together they give the fabric its unique, rippled 3D 
texture. This collaboration also provides natural stretch ensuring that garments 
bounce back into shape when crushed or overly creased. These qualities make our 
crepe fabrics an excellent choice for travel and business attire.

Why Crepe?

Because crepe fabrics tailor easily and don’t require the same interfacings and 
facings that other fabrics do, they are much easier to care for. They are naturally 
resilient to creasing, requiring little or no ironing at all; their complex open weave 
structure, and interlacing “Z” twisted yarns, make crepe fabrics strong, durable, 
breathable and extremely comfortable to wear. 

Garments tailored from crepe fabrics have an impeccable, timeless appeal, and 
are an asset to any wardrobe. They are easy to maintain and increasingly popular 
throughout the world of high-fashion, making them a must-have for all seasons.



SHERRY STRETCH

HS 2113 Suiting 
98% Super 100’s Wool Worsted 2% Lycra® 
100% Super 100’s Worsted with natural stretch
230/240gm 7oz

Wool with Lycra®
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Comprising solid plains, stripes, glen checks and small neat designs,  
Sherry Stretch is woven from a lightweight plain weave construction which 
makes these high-performance fabrics a practical choice for those who are 
constantly on the go.  

Lycra® is a synthetic fibre characterised by its exceptional elasticity and its ability 
to stretch up to six times its original length. For this reason, only a small 
percentage of Lycra® is required to transform a rigid piece of cloth into something 
more yielding. 

Component Lycra® fabrics are notoriously lightweight and breathable, and 
provide superior comfort when worn. 

When blended with wool, Lycra® offers good crease recovery properties, improves 
overall durability and aids performance. Garments retain their shape and their 
overall appearance is preserved. Unforgiving crumple zones are reduced and 
sagging elbows, knees and pant seats become non-existent.

Fabrics in this collection are woven from a Super 100’s merino wool, and having 
the benefit of 2% Lycra®, they stretch and move in line with the body, are 
comfortable to wear and fit impeccably.

In summary

• Lycra® is a synthetic elastane fibre that has exceptional elasticity.

• Lycra® can stretch up to six times its original length whilst retaining its  
original shape.

• Only a very small percentage of Lycra® is required for a fabric to benefit  
from its characteristics.

Lycra® is a versatile invisible ingredient that improves the performance of  
both natural and synthetic fabrics.



OCEANIA

HS 2116 Jacketing  
220-360gm 7-11½ oz 

Luxury Summer Jacketing
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Oceania is a collection of lightweight summer jackets inspired by the oceans and 
ocean beds that lie deep beneath them. 

Delicate hues of blue, teal, turquoise, warm tans and coral, feature in this 
comprehensive collection of contemporary checks, windowpanes, semi plains and 
bold, textured, stripe designs. 

The delicate use of colour, texture and design reflect the true glory of this collection, 
making it one of the most sought after collections for this season.



CLASSIC MOHAIRS

HS 2128 Suiting
85% Super 100’s Worsted 15% Kid Mohair 
75% Wool Worsted 25% Mohair 
230/290gm 7½ /9½ oz

Wool Mohair Suiting
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Holland & Sherry’s Classic Mohairs collection includes a selection of superfine 
wool and mohair blended qualities as well as a comprehensive collection of plains.

Mohair fabrics feel dry, crisp and smooth, are cool to wear and are ideal for cool 
to wear and ideal for humid environments. They tailor well giving a smart 
sculptured look that’s perfect for a stylish business appearance in hot climates.

Some benefits of mohair blended fabrics:

• Mohair is the clip shorn from an Angora goat and is renowned for its glossy 
sheen. 

• It is very receptive to dye which results in richer more vibrant colours.
• It produces a fabric with intense lustre and sheen.
• It produces a fabric that will hold and retain its shape.
• It produces a cloth that is durable and comfortable to wear.
• It produces a cloth that is easy to tailor, mould and manipulate into some of 

the finest garments ever created.

The wicking properties of mohair allow the body to stay cool and dry making it 
an excellent performance fabric.



SERGE & SOLANA

HS 2129 Suiting
100% Super 100’s Worsted 
84% Super 100’s Wool Worsted 16% Silk 
220/270gm 7/9oz

Super 100’s Wool Worsted &  
Super 100’s Wool Worsted with Silk
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Offering unparalleled comfort, Holland & Sherry’s Summer Serge collection is 
comprised of two qualities – both perfect for summer tailoring. The 2921000’s 
are a traditional 2/2 twill serge quality and the 2921100’s are a traditional  
2/1 quality.

SERGE  (2921000’s)
A traditional serge made from Super 100’s merino wool worsted, and constructed 
from a 2/2 twill weave. A serge has the same number of threads in both the warp 
and weft directions and when woven the twill line runs from left to right at a 
45-degree angle. 

Traditionally, serge cloths were used by the military because of their ability to 
withstand harsh wear. Today, a serge fabric is considered to be more versatile, 
making it the ideal choice for core pieces.

SOLANA  (2921100’s)
Solana, a traditional sun cloth woven in the traditional way! 

Sol – the Latin name for sun, Lana, the Latin name for wool – when combined 
forms the name Solana. With its extensive colour palette, our Solana collection 
surpasses all others. 

This exclusive collection of beautiful, wool-silk, iridescent fabrics are woven from 
classic coloured warp shades with sun dazzling, vividly coloured wefts! The 2/1 
herringbone construction allows the weft colours to discretely shine through, 
producing fabrics with superior lustre and a stunning array of colour.



AIRESCO

HS 2132 Suiting
100% 3 Ply Wool Worsted 
100% 4 Ply Wool Worsted 
100% 4 Ply Wool Worsted Comfort Stretch 
280-440gm 8½ -14oz

3 & 4 Ply Wool Worsted Suitings
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Airesco is a new collection of 3 and 4 ply fabrics woven from  
a plain weave construction and available in a variety of weights. The relationship 
between yarn and construction produces a unique fabric very different in 
character to most other fabrics in the Holland & Sherry collection, whilst the soft 
contrasting colours produce a palette of classic blues, traditional greys and 
contemporary reds, greens and aubergine. 

The construction and coarse characteristics of the 3 and 4 ply yarns provide  
the fabric with an open but extremely durable structure. This structure allows 
light to permeate through the small passage between each thread, and air to  
flow freely through air pockets created by the intertwining, closely woven, wool 
fibres. These qualities enrich the performance and appearance of the fabric, 
keeping the body cool and comfortable in the warmest of climates.

These fabrics are attributed with many sought after qualities associated  
with traditional tailoring of bygone years. They are inherently strong and  
durable, and have a substantially enhanced handle; one that is firm, crisp and 
fuller bodied to touch.

The finished fabrics have superior strength qualities that contribute to the wear 
and drape requirements of the final garment making them the perfect choice for 
travel and summer business attire.



CRISPAIRE

HS 2133 Suiting
100% Wool Worsted 
280/310gm 9/10oz

100% Wool Worsted Suiting
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Crispaire first made its debut over 30 years ago and is still very much in demand. 
Before the advancement of technical yarns and high-twist alternatives, Crispaire 
was one of the first qualities developed for the purpose of business travel.  
Its coarse yarn count, traditional plain weave structure and unrefined handle 
produce a cloth that is full bodied, durable and bounces back into shape 
effortlessly when crumpled.

Now a popular and reliable core fabric within the Holland & Sherry  
collection, Crispaire fabrics have many recognisable key qualities appreciated  
by the artisan tailor.

The full-bodied crimp of the merino wool offers exceptional recovery properties, 
that produce a natural, high performance, crease-resistant fabric perfect for 
modern day business attire. 

The Crispaire collection offers bold and uncompromising statement pieces, that 
will look forever new. Its timeless appeal produces a suit with crisp, pristine lines 
that will always look impeccable, no matter what the journey entails.



SNOWY RIVER Lightweight

HS 2136 Suiting
100% Super 120’s Worsted 
225gm 7oz

Super 120’s Worsted Wool
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The Snowy River flows across south-eastern Australia from the Australian Alps to 
the coastal bays. Lush pastures and idyllic weather conditions make this area of 
Australia a perfect habitat for the finest merino sheep.

Woven from a plain weave construction, Snowy River Lightweight offers a diverse 
range of stripes, glenplaids and small colour woven neat effects. The colour 
palette reflects the true spirit of summer ranging from classics to more 
contemporary tones adding another dimension to this classic quality.

This collection features the following characteristics:

• Merino wool has crimp and elasticity, creating unparalleled style, drape, 
comfort and performance for the wearer.

• The handle and lustre of the Snowy River wool is exceptionally soft to  
the touch and can be tailored into the finest quality and most elegant of 
summer suits.

• The uniformity and consistency of each fibre give Snowy River fabrics  
added strength. 

• Whiter, cleaner fleeces allow for a more efficient dye uptake, resulting in a 
luxurious fabric with superior colour levelness and light refraction.

• The plain weave construction offers a balanced design that can be matched and 
tailored with ease.

• Plain weave fabrics are cool to wear making them ideal for warm climates.

Snowy River has been part of Holland & Sherry’s collection for many years, it’s  
a quality that we can truly depend upon for quality, style and performance.  
We believe that the collection we offer for this season will not disappoint.







UK 
Holland & Sherry Ltd 
9/10 Savile Row 
London, W1S 3PF 
Tel: +44 (0)207 437 0404    
Fax: +44 (0)207 734 6110   
orders@hollandandsherry.co.uk 

Australia  
Holland & Sherry Pty Ltd 
Tel: +61 429 369 986 
Interstate customers: 1800 221 031 
enquiries@hollandandsherry.com.au

China  
Holland & Sherry China 
Room 405, No. 71 Xi Suzhou Road 
Jing’An District, Shanghai 200041 
Tel: +86 13818003520 
WeChat: 13162414159 
sales.china@hollandandsherry.co.uk

France  
Holland & Sherry Paris 
17 rue de l’Echaudé75006 Paris    
Tel:  +33 1 42 33 36 14    
Fax: +33 1 40 26 51 85 
info.couture@hollandsherry.fr

Germany  
Holland & Sherry GmbH 
Barer Strasse 3, 1st Floor, 80333 München 
Tel: +49 (0)1579 2359338 
info@hollandandsherry.de

India  
Holland & Sherry India Pvt Ltd 
212, 213 Somdutt Chambers 2 
Bhikaji Cama Place,  
New Delhi 110066 
Tel:   M: +91 9871631121 
 T: +91 40519577 
  +91 49149691 
sales@hollandandsherry.in

Italy  
Holland & Sherry Srl 
Via Cosimo del Fante 10,  
20122 Milano 
Tel:  +39 02 58 32 48 41 
Fax: +39 02 58 32 48 58 
info@hollandandsherry.it

Mexico  
Holland & Sherry Mexico  
Tel:  +52 55 6389 6888 
infomexico@hollandandsherry.co.uk

Spain 
Holland & Sherry Spain 
Tel:  +34 645 040 601 / +34 910 164 479  
 +34 620 314 602 
Fax: +34 910 164 479 
infospain@hollandandsherry.co.uk

Dubai UAE 
Holland & Sherry Middle East (LLC) 
Sama Tower, Suite 204 - Level 2 
Sheikh Zayed Road, Dubai, P.O. Box 62489 
Tel: +971 4 358 5151 
Fax: +971 4 358 5252 
enquiries@hollandandsherry.ae

USA & Canada  
Holland & Sherry Inc 
330 East 59th Street, PH 
New York, NY 10022 
Tel:  +1 212 758 1911 
Fax: +1 212 758 1967 
Toll Free: 800 223 6385 
orders@hollandandsherry.com

Administration & Export Sales 
Holland & Sherry Ltd  
Venlaw Road, Peebles, EH45 8DD 
Tel: +44 (0)1721 720101    
Fax: +44 (0)1721 722309 
enquiries@hollandandsherry.co.uk

apparel.hollandandsherry.com
     @hollandandsherryapparel

Holland & Sherry is one of the most 
prestigious cloth weavers in the world. For 
over 180 years Holland & Sherry has 
played a leading role in supplying luxury 
cloths to the top end of the market and 
bespoke tailors.

A bespoke tailored garment in luxury 
Holland & Sherry cloth is truly an 
investment and always a pleasure to wear.

Since the very beginning in 1836, Holland 
& Sherry has supplied the famed bespoke 
tailoring houses of Savile Row with the 
absolute top-end luxury cloth.






